Attachment 1
Application for admission to the Master’s Degree academic year 2017/2018
The undersigned:
NAME _______________________________ SURNAME _______________________________________
born on ____/______/_______
resident of

city ______________________________________

______________________________________

domiciled at______________________________________
with following contact data:
TELEPHONE

______________________________________

CELL PHONE

______________________________________

E-MAIL

______________________@________________________

A citizen of: ______________________________________
PASSPORT no.
ID CARD no.

______________________________________
______________________________________

TAX CODE
______________________________________
Educational qualifications____________________________________________________________________

requests
to be admitted to the SOPHIA UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE for enrolment in the following course
(tick the box):


Master’s Degree in Trinitarian Ontology (LM-OT) – 2 years
Specialization in Philosophy
Specialization in Theology



Master’s Degree in Economic and Political Sciences (LM-SEP) – 2 years
Specialization in Economics and Management
Specialization in Political Science
(NB: most of the courses in LM-SEP will be taught in English)



Master’s Degree in Culture of Unity (LM-CU) – 2 years
Major in humanities
Major in social-economic-political sciences
Major in Trinitarian ontology
(for admission to the specialization in Culture of Unity any type of previous first level studies suffices)

 One - year study programme

in the following student classification (tick the box):
□ regular (“ordinary”) student possessing all the requirements to achieve the respective academic
certificates, and enrolled in the Institute to achieve the Master’s Degree or Diploma;
□ special (non-regular): student who does not possess the qualifications for admission and
achievement of the academic degree, but with the consent of the Academic Council, can attend one or more
of the educational courses of the Institute, or pursue a personalised educational programme, for the duration
of one academic year or less. In both cases, the student, after passing the scheduled final exam may request
an Attendance Certificate which does not qualify as an academic degree;
□ guest: as one authorised by the Rector of the Institute, and attends one or more courses in the
Institute.
The undersigned declares to be informed that he/she should possess the following indispensable
requirements for admission:
1.

First Level (bachelor’s) Degree (corresponding to a minimum of 180 ECTS credits).

2.

Knowledge of the Italian language (per LM-OT and LM-CU) which must be at least at B2 level.

3.

Knowledge of the English language (for LM-SEP) at B2 level and of the Italian language at B1
level.

4. Acceptance of the Institute’s educational and academic project and a basic knowledge of the
Christian doctrine.
The undersigned likewise declares to be:
_____ not enrolled

_____ enrolled

in another University in his/her capacity as ordinary student.
In case of enrolment in another University, specify:
Institute (name and place):___________________________________________________
Course: _________________________________________ Year enrolled: __________
Legal duration of course: __________
The undersigned declares furthermore to be informed, that in case of admission to the Master’s Degree or Diploma, to
formalise his/her enrolment, and besides paying the enrolment fee (in the first semester by September 15, 2017, in the
second semester by January 15, 2018), he/she will have to present and/or fill in, upon arriving in the Institute:
1)Matriculation sheet and Course syllabus (on the form given by the Academic Secretariat);
2)Declaration of Acceptance of the educational project, Authorisation to the processing of personal data, possible
simultaneous enrolment in other universities;
3)Authorisation for enrolment ;
4)copy of passport (or another valid ID document for students coming from EU countries or countries that have signed
the Schengen Treaty);
5)original or authenticated copy of first university degree containing the declaration of the academic years attended,

and if existing, the credits (or hours of lessons) and the grades/marks achieved by each applicant in the subjects
attended; for the non-Italian Regular Students: said certificate must be authenticated and present the declaration
of validation issued by the Italian Diplomatic Authority in their countries of origin, and in the case of non-western
languages, contain the translation of these documents into Italian;
6)“Student Visa” issued by the Italian diplomatic or consular Authorities in the country of origin (it is
underlined that this type of visa for students coming from non-Schengen countries must absolutely be obtained before
entry into Italy since there is no possibility to change a tourist visa into a student visa);
7)original or photocopy of the pre-enrolment Certificate with the original seal of the diplomatic or consular
Authorities in the country of origin;
8) 3 photos ID format.
DATE ____/____/_________

SIGNATURE: _____________________________

